
How to 
wash your mask:

Put it directly into the 
washing machine. 

Wash with other items using a hot 
cycle with laundry detergent, 
and lay �at to dry thoroughly.

Wash your hands after putting the 
face covering into the laundry.

The Commuter
reusable
face mask

Converter strap may be purchased to convert ear loops to a head elastic

Easy on, easy 
o� elastic
ear loops

Contoured �t

2 layers of high quality 
quilter’s cotton 



Remove from packaging.
Wash and dry mask prior to wearing as mask will shrink slightly. 

Converter strap may be purchased  for additional �t adjustments.

How to convert your mask from ear to head straps

When you get your mask:

Looking for a longer wearing mask with a filtration pocket?
 Look for The Worker reuseable face mask.

100% cotton/coton, 
Machine wash / Lay �at to dry

Laver à la machine/Plat sec
Made in/Fait au Canada:

Goodwill Industries, Ontario Great Lakes
255 Horton Street, London, ON  N6B 1L1

The best way to stop the spread of COVID-19 is to maintain 
social distancing 

 with others outside of your household.

You may consider using a non-medical mask such as The 
Commuter to reduce the risk of transmission of COVID-19 in 

areas where physical distancing may be challenging. 

Mask should not be placed on or used by: children under the 
age of two, anyone who has trouble breathing,  anyone who is 
unconscious, incapacitated or otherwise unable to remove the 

mask without assistance.

Wash your hands before putting the mask  on and after taking 
it o� . Practise good hand hygiene while you are wearing 

the mask.

 Mask should �t well around your nose and mouth. Avoid 
moving the mask around, touching the mask, or adjusting it 

often. Do not share it with others.

place one end of elastic cord into the toggle

loop the elastic cord through
the elastic ear straps

pull other end of elastic cord through 
the toggle, tighten and cut to desired length


